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ANALOGUE DESIGN
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Im
iErikMargan explains why an
, amplifier'sinput can be

unstable - even when you follow
I thetext-book design method.

~e question of instability of an amplifier with reactive
source impedance at its input that arose last year trig-
geredmemories of some 25 years ago. I remember see-

ingaveryrespectableoscilloscope burst into oscillation due
10havingan inductor connected to its input. I was trying to
examinestraymagnetic fields from a power transformer at
thetime.

Theeffect is due to the amplifier input impedance being
negativeover a range of frequencies. Here is an example of
howevena very simple system, such as a jfet source fol-
lower,can exhibit such unexpected behaviour. Figure1 a)
shows the schematic and 1b) the equivalent circuit. The
impedanceseen by the jfet source terminal is, .

I I
Zs= I + I

-+ ju£:S -+ ju£:L
RS RL

Summingthe currents into the source node gives,

Vs =(VG - Vs )ju£:GS + (VG - Vs )gmZs

Fromthis, the small-signal transfer function at the source can
bewritten,
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Vs ju£:GS + gm
F(ro)=- = I

VG -+ ju£:GS +gm
Zs

mdtheactual output will be scaled down by the source to
loadimpedanceratio,

Vout=F(w) 1
VG

(
1

)Zs RL + joX:L

Themagnitude, phase and envelope-delay of F(w) are
iliown in Fig.2. Note the high crosstalk in the magnitude
~Iolalhighfrequencies. A cautious designer will be worried
DjSeeingthephase plot turning upwards and the envelope-
~Iaygoingpositive. But there is more.
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The input impedance at the jfet gate can be found by divid-
ing the input voltage by the input current,

VG
ZG =

(VG - Vs)ju£:GS
(5)

which results in,

VG

ZG = (I-F(m»)ju£:GS
(6)
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Fig. 1. Typical
junction fet
source follower,
as might be used
as an oscilloscope
input stage.

(3)

(4)

(b)
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Fig.2. Response
curves of the

follower in
Fig.1.

Fig. 3. Junction
fet source

follower input
impedance for
several values

of input induc-
tance.

Fig. 4. Improved
junction-fet

source follower

with negative
input

impedance
compensation

provided by Rv
Rx and Cx.

Fig. 5. Junction
fet source

follower input
impedance for
several values

of Lv
compensated by

Rx and Cx.
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Note the negative sign, which indicates a potential source
of trouble!

In parallel to ZG there is the gate bias resistor and the
gate-drain stray capacitance and any source inductance is
added to the whole,

ItZin = 1 1 1. + fooL! (7) I-+-+ JOOC
Z R GDG G

The imaginary versus real part of Zin is plotted in Fig..3, showing that beyond 3MHz there is a negative real
part, as predicted by the negative sign in the ZGdenom-
inator. With an inductance at the input, even as low as
that of a piece of wire, the circuit will oscillate at the fre-
quency at which the Zinplot crosses the negative part of
the real axis. .But be warned that in too many text books ZG is over-
simplified to,

g Zs +1
Z =Z + m (8)

G S j,...r'GS .whkh - ';n~ ,Hle:' = pn'"'' - ,how, nn '"'''' 10<
alarm.

How to cure it
There are four solutions to this instability problem.

a) As noted in previous correspondence, the simplest
method is to insert a resistor of a large-enough value-
about 3kQ - in series with the amplifier input, but this
will lower the system bandwidth.

b) Choose such values of jfet source loading and
transconductance,that Zinremains positive, i.e. insteadof
using the 2N5564 one can insert the 2N59ll which has
lower stray capacitancesand higher sourceresistance,but
this will also need some 300Q in series.

c) If the input signal will come from a transducer of
known inductance, it is possible to insert a small resistor
in the drain of the upper jfet and thus allow some nega-
tive feedback through the gate-drain capacitance (Miller
effect). This works for a limited range of inductances.

d) The best way is to add a series CxRx network across
the input, as in Fig. 4, to compensate for the negative
input impedance. Fig. 5 shows the result for inductances
up to lOpH. Now the series input resistance can be safe-
ly reduced to some l5Q, without influencing the band-
width.

With bipolar transistors, the negative input impedance
is greatly reduced by the base resistance. Even so, some
circuit configurations can still become unstable with

input inductance. The series CxRx compensation can also ():.

be usedhere,as describedfor the fet. . FUJI'-
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